[Significance of isoantigen in the management of the urinary bladder tumor--a basic study of ABO isoantigen in step sections of the entire bladder].
Twenty cases of bladder cancer which had been treated by radical cystectomy were investigated, five out of these twenty were rendered to a specific red cell adherence test (SRCA test) using step section of entire bladder and for the other 15 cases malignant lesions and surrounding non-malignant lesions, which had been determined by histological mapping, were compared using the SRCA test. The SRCA test positive and negative lesions could coexist within the same tumor. Thus in the case of a large tumor, multiple biopsies were required to evaluate the results of the SRCA test. Since multiple bladder cancer lesions of the same patient revealed different results of the SRCA test, each lesion should be evaluated individually. Some dysplasia, down growth and squamous metaplasia were SRCA test negative and this phenomenon was frequently observed in the surrounding tissue of the bladder cancer. Histologically normal bladder epithelium and hyperplasia showed SRCA test positive by 100%. All the CIS showed SRCA test negative. Positive percentage of SRCA test in grade II and grade III tumors were 40% and 23.1% respectively. There was no relationship between the pathological stage and the results of SRCA test. There was no relationship between the existence of the intramural lymphatic invasion and/or the intramural venous invasion and the result of the SRCA test. From these results, we conclude that the SRCA test is a useful tool to predict the malignant potential of the bladder cancer, but when we utilize this test for the bladder biopsy specimens we found its reliability limited.